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recent years, the Beard of Teacher Education has Instituted a small grants scheme
encourage research into teacher education. Under the scheme, limited funds are
ided each year to a number of researchers to assist them in undertaking projects

particular interest to the Board.

Az projects carried out with assistance from the scheme are completed, the Board will
be publishing summaries of reports which it feels are of interest to 3 wider audience.

The Boarcrs policy is that its publications will nut be the subject of copyright restric-
tions. Teachers, teacher educators and others are encouraged to make use of the
material contained in these reports.

Further details concerning inclividual projects, including interaction on the availability
of the full reports, may be obtained from the researchers concerned.
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STUDENT TEACHERS USING
AND HOPS-ACADEMIC CRITERIA

Phil Meade $_

Brisbane ColZege at Mvanacd Education

INTRODUCTION

In Australia, the selection ce teacher ecitk;based mainly upon academic achievement at school level. While acack:
clearly a pre-requisite for effective teaching, the tse of schoo
sole criterion for the selection of student teachers may be

Meade (1971,
and tertiary levels were of t
motel), 90 per cent of the variance
accounted for by that at the school lev
tions between achievement at school and tert

dentt

- at 41ary _

-
designed ,to determine the students' ultimate effectivenew
1979). In all, only three stuclimi have been found to ha*-1.: r44-4-upftiihipbet*een school achievement, achievement during teatew- trz#Ling, =d -..rtt-atateteaching success (Start, 1979 p.431 It was concluded iron frn. pi :;,°, udlesthat . . selection, training and professional progrete-- or* tAimmonlyregarded, are unrelated" (Start, 1979, p.43

Another indicatien of the bmitations of using school tsc't-w---:._-nrka -;;,./. predictorof success at college or isdversity is the achlevemetg p==:-.i.7.-407% number ofmatite-4ge stolents in terlary institutions. Although nIe goportion olhese students have not comp-1mA their secondary schoor.s-. __:encing theirtertiary studies, Eaton and West (1930, p.31) state:
"Whatever their quaLatc- *- as for entry, their perl000tgr.2 coi, be described inone word: suLcessful. A% a body, they tend to imin *two niark, have excellent

ss rates and accepturkm attrition rates. In so far tk* (Rrolons can be made
th normal students they perform as well if not belter,"

While school achievement scores have been shown to have severe limitations both aspredictors of achievement at tertiary level and of future teaching effectiveness, theuse of personal :qualkies for predictive purposes has also proved disappointing. It
should be noted, however, that there are few studies which have investigated the
relationship between persOnal qualities evidenced prior to teaching and subsequent



veness.. Furthermore, any nvatuions seeking to establish such
are fraught with methodological ;...f. -,!. asns, such as providing acceptable

itlons of the personal qualit1,-.-. .i rned and eatablishing acceptable
sing teacher effectiver.er CAR. .see Kyrlacou and Newson, 1982),

to suggest that coraexttrat l acozrs are important me:Gators of
phy, 1982),

intellectual
other, a
certabt

Guidelines (Meade et al., 1983) identIfies a rmmber of the
teachers and enumerates the personal, professional and M-

ed of teachers if they are to meet these demands. Theseneed to: wovide a variety of learning stnsctures and experiences;tely for a range of indivicksal differences; assume greater responsibility
sculum development and for an increasingly wide range of educational

decisions; collaborate with colleagues In the process of decIsion-making and planning;relate to the wider community and draw upon its resources; and encage in a process of
timing personal and professional development.

A number of otslrable personal qualities have been enumerated in the Ratio:131Guidelines where it is argued that demands made upon teachers imply that theyshauld display personal autonomy and bes well educated, with a high regard foreccellence and scholarship; hunane, with a genuine respect and lilting for eachindividual and an ability to relate to, and ccmmunicate with, other persons;responsible, with a regard fee the social and natural environment; reaourceful arsdcreative, with the flexasility to adapt to changing situations; and critical, with thepower to evaluate the relative merits of proposed changes. It is apparent that teacherswho posaess these personal qualities will be well-equipped to respand to demandsplaced on them in contemporary schools.

that a variety of persenal qualities Is necessary for the adequate per-
plex professional role has also been reflectol in the admission pror
1 students developed by the University of Newcastle (University of
These procedures have continued to make use of a strkagent
but broaden the admission criteria by taking account of personalntlfled as being essential to effectiveness as a medical practitioner. The

procedure has been based on the premise that although personal and pro-
may be developel as a consequence of professional training, certainpersonal qualities such as warmth and empathy must be present prior to the commence-ment of training.

Adnussions Procedu developed at Kelvin Grove Campus of BCAE
of the features of the Newcastle admission procedure. It too was baaedupon an analysis of the personal qualities necessary for performing the roles associated

with the profession and it too was based on the prmise that these personal quetitiesshould be evident before the commencement of professional training. The BCAE SAPtook account of an applicant's academic ability by requiring academic achievements
equivalent to Year 12 schooling as a precondition for admission.

To sun up, the BCAE SAP responded to the Auchmuty proposal that institutions shouldutilise non-academic as well as academic criteria In their selection procedures and
"... publish their procedures and standards, and also the initial salldation studies fromwhich the criteria and standards were derived" (Auchmuty, 1910, p.xxxvii). Anevaluation of the SAP may provide early evidence concerning its effectiveness.



ThE DEVP-OPMENT OF ME SPECIAL ADMISSION PROCEDURE

t of the 'SAP for 1981 mid-year entrants into Diploma of Teaching
ses in the areas of Commercial Studges and Home Economics was

Y a pationale incorporating the followIng elements:
academic achievement waild constitute one criterion in the SAP, but It wasrecOlithiscd that_ it was not the only valid index of academie competence.
Successful accomplishment in certain careers and successful completion of a
variety of post-school courses, e.g. TAPE courses, were recognised as
alternative indices of academic competence. One constraint placed upon thedevelopment of an SAP was that students should be able to demonstrate
academic achievement which could be regarded as more-or-less equivalent to
he completion of Year 12 schooling;

(b) perSorkg qualities likely to promote success as a student and as a
play axi important part in the SAP;

(e)

(a)

demorqtrated mastery of specific skills and competencies relevant to the
selected course of study would also be given weight, e.g. demonstrated com-
petence in book-keeping, shorthand and typing were considered relevant to
potential success in the Commercial Studies course;
the SAp would take into accomt the aims and objectives of [MAE courses InArt, Commercial Studies and Home Economics. In accordance with the
recornMesidations of Rawlinson and Burnard (1978) regarding the need for instl-
tutlant concerned with teacher education to make their values and goals
expliCt, it was decided :bat there should be a serious attempt to define the
competencles and personal qualities needed in student teachers entering these

he SAp should incorporate elements of a sell-selection model. The procedure
should encourage applicants to evaluate their ability, interests and motivation in
relatlea to what would he expected of them as students and a.s teachers. As far
as palmate, therefore, obviously ',Imitable applicants should be encouraged to
come to a recognition of their own unsuitability rather than see themselves as
rejeeted by BCAE;
the validity of the SAP should be assessed by means of a follow-up study.

elopment involved the following stages:

g of advertisements in the local press inviting applica
ishing to gain mid-year admission to the Diploma of Teachin

ses In Art, Home Economies or Commercial Studies;

of a standardised application form to intending students to
on regarding their work experience, study experience, interests

for wishing to become a teacher. Applicants were also asked to
jurnIsn the names of two referees and to make themselves available for anedi

referee* were asked to supply a confidential report on a standardised form
designee to encourage referees t provide information and judgements particu-
tarty relevant to the applicant's potential success as a student and as a teacher;
each Applicant was Invited to attend an Interview session held at Brisbane
College of Advanced Education, as a result of which the interview panel com-
pleted tta Admission Report.

A coN OF THE SPECIAL ADM

constituted a central element in he SAP and was based on an
e which had been piloted and developed over a period of several

pilation of this interview schedule was based upon several sources of



Information, viz.: a review of the literature relating to the characteristics of success-ful teachers; submissions by all college departments and by interested 'individuals
regartng the requirements for probable SUCCCSS initially as a Student and later as ateacher of Art, Commercial, Studies, or Home Economics; and literature- relating tointerviewing procedures and techniques. Interview panels were composed of threepersons - one representing the relevant course or principal teaching area chosen bythe student, one representing the Department of Education Studies at Brisbane College
of Advanced Education, and one representing the second teaching area chosen by thestudent (all secondary students at Brisbane 'College of Advanced Education arerequired to Lndertake units in two teaching areas). -

Interview procedure required interviewers to make a collaborative, summative
assessment, of the Interviewee in relation to four broad arms: educational quali-
fications/performancq experiences/interests in the principal and second teaching
areas; personal suitaillity; and motivation to undertake a tertiary education course.For each area the rating was based on a destriptive scale comprising five categories:
to an outstanding extent; to a great extent; to some extent; to little or no extent; not
observed or no comment. in addition to these ratings, provision was made for a global
assessment and a final recommendation regarcring admission in terms of four categories:
highly recommended; recommended; recommended with reservation; and not recom-mended.

Interviews took place in a large hall, permitting several interviews to be conducted
simultaneously. Prior to interviewing, all members of the interview panels received
copies ofthe Interview Schedule and the Guidelines ter the Interview and Selec-
tion of Applicants for Pre-Service Teacher Training Courses, and underwent athorough brielkl. Where possible, interviewers examined referees, reports prior to theInterview but in some cases the reports were made available only at the interview or
shortly after its completion. In several cases, only one referee submitted a referee's
report. Each Interview lasted approximately 30-40 minutes.

A total of 63 mid-year applications were interviewed in 1931 - 29 for Commercial
Studies and 39 for Home Economics. No applications for the Art course were received.
On the basis of these interviews: (a) 26 of the 29 Commercial Studies applicants wereoffered a place (three were not recommended); (b) 18 of the 39 Home Economies app..
osnts were offered a place (two were not recommended while 19 were excluded forconsideration as they :Ad not meet one of the preconditions for admission, viz, ability
to demonstrate evidence of having completed post-school studies which were theequivalent of Year 12 schooling). Nineteen Commercial Studies applicants and 15 Home
Economics applicants accepted a place.

In order to gain additional information concerning the admission procedure, it wasdecided to use the interview schedule and referee's report for mature age applicants
se."-Ing admission to Art and Commercial Studies courses at the commencement of tne
1932 academic year. Six Art applicants and 12 Commercial Studies applicants were
Interviewed and places offered to five Art and 11 Commercial Studies applicants onthe basis of the Interview. Five of the former group and seven of the latter accepteda place.

Selected character st cs of the 46 admitted students are as follows:
(a) 70 per cent were aged 21 and over;
(b) the highest level of formal schooling achieved by 33 per cent of the admitted

students was "Arlior";

59 per cent of the mid-year entrants had undertaken further study during the
two-year period prior to their admission to the college;

(d) 23 per ccet (13) of the admitted students were "highly recommended" by the
admission panel, :7 per cent (26) were "recommended" and 15 per cent (7) were
"recommended with reservation".

(c)



EVAILUATION OF ThE SPECIM ADMISSION PROCEDURE

The effectiveness of the SAP was evaluated in terms of four criteria Using data from:administrative records of,progress in academic studies and practice teaching, individual
SAP evaluation interviews with SA students approximately 12 months after they had
commenced their courses, and two questionnaires (the first completed by the 36 SAstudents still enrolled at the college approximately 12 mWas after commencing their
courses and the second completed by 22 of the 46 students three years after the firstintake had commenced-their :allege course). As four students withdrew in the first fewIcs, the effective sample size was 42.

The Attitude of SA Students ta the SAP

The SAP evaluation interviews revealed that in general, students perceived the ad-mission, interviewas as having displayed warmth - 77 per cent of the SA students
reported that the interviewers had displayed concern for them.

SA students held a less positive perception concerning aspects of the interview pro-cedure- Sixty-four per cent indicated that the interview had not provided them with aclear idea of what to expect from Brisbane College of Advanced Education and 46 percent Indicated that the interview had not enabled them to assess their probable suita-bility for their &as-4n course. There was a marked discrepancy between the responsesof the 1931 mid-year entrants and those of the 1932 entrants with regard to their per-ception of the usefulness of the interview. While 30 per cent of the 1981 entrantsindicated that the interview had not provided them with a clear idea of what toexpect from Brisbane College of Advanced Education and 43 per cent indicated that:he interview had not been helpful In enabling them to assess their probable suitabilityfor their College course, the corresponding figures for the 1932 entrants were 27 percent and 30 per cent. The 1912 entrants experienced the normal college orientationprogram in addition to the interview whereas the 1931 mid-year entrants clid not -which may explain, in part, the discrepancy in the findings for the two intakes.

Many of the SA students elaborated on their -atings of the interviewers and the inter-
view procedure with positive and negative comments occurring with roughly equal fre-quency. Most of the positive comments related to the attitude of the interviewers and
the opportunity provided to put qUastions to therm The most frequent negative
comments related to the long wait which some interviewees had endured prior to theinterview, the lack of privacy afforded by the interview venue, and the fact thatseveral interviews took place simultaneously. There were also complaints about theSiZe of the interview panels, and the lack of information provided about the collegeand the nominated course of study such as the credit point system, availableelectives and the workload involved. Two contrasting students' comments are asfollowsi "I soon calmed down. The interviewers provided a comfortable atmosphere.

were genuine ... very friendly and helpful and made you foal you were wanted"and It was dreadful- I felt uncomfortable. There was no privacy - it was a bit unpro-fessional. It should have been done in a private room. It was off-putting, bemuse I wasalready nervous".

Despite some divergence of opinion regarding the usefulness of the admission interviewwhich they had experienced, 32 per cent of the respondents indicated that they would
retain the special admission procedure which they had undergone or make slightthanges to it, while 14 per cent Indicated that they would make major changes to thenterview procedure and only 3 per cent said they would abandon it.

3ro ress in Academie Studies and Practice Teachinjt

.1p to the end of September 1934 the attrition rates of the 1931 mid-year entrant5 to
he Commercial Studies and Home Economics courses were 32 per cent and 27 per..ent, respectively, while the attrition rates for the 1932 entrants to the: Art and
kanmercial Studies courses were 20 per cent and 0 per cent respectively. The overall



attrition rate of the SAP Students was 27 per. cent (i.e. 12 students out of 46). Four ofhe 12 students who had withdrawn from study had transferred to other courses. Ananalysis of, grades achieved on a unit by unit basis revealect"that 25 (59 per cent) ofthe 42 students had passed all the units in which they enrolled However,'11 of the 18mid-year 1981 entrants to the Commercial Studies course had failed one or more units.Of the 34 units failed by these students, 26 were in their principal teaching area, with
Accounting- resporisible for 15 failures. Accounting therefore emerged as a major
source of academic problems to the mid-year entrants to the Commercial Studies
course. After a maximum of five semesters at the college, nine of the 11 1982 SAstudents had passed all their units; the other two had each failed one unit.

-

Grades obtained by SA students were translated into a grade point average (GPA), aprocedure which facilitated a comparison between the academic achievement of
various sub-groups of the. students (Table 1). Teaching Practice grades are shown onlyfor the 17 students who" had completed third-year practice teaching by September
1984. The table reveals a tendency for older students to achieve better grades, for the1982 entrants to achieve hightr grades than those who entered in 1981 and for the
"highly recommended" group identified by the admission interview panel to" achieve
marginally higher GPA scores than .those who were recommended. These in turnachieved hizher scores than the "recommended with reservation" sub-group.

l'Ete Relationship
teaching nd practice

&Uolp ACADUC T ) T

All Unite

(eacluding
Proof-Ito

Toaching)

Principal ToachIng
Area Units IT

Highly recommended 10 4.9 4.6 7 5.0
Recommended 25 4.6 4.3 10 4.6
Recommended with

reservation 7 4.0 3.7

Students completing
Year 12 28 4.4 4.1 12 4.8

Students not completing
Year 12 14 4.5 5 4.8

Students aged 21+ 31 4.8 4.5 10 4.
Students below 21 11 39* 4.7

1981 mid-year entrants 31 43 4.0 15 4.7
1982 entrants 11 5.2** 5.0* 2 -

.05)
tat

5Igot canc. lima of differ bet Q7
ml )

t toot (NI. et al., 1475, aa.24 -2 _75).



17 students with practice teaching final results, one achiev2 a Credit.

By September 19134, 16 of he 34 mid-year 1981 SA students had graduated in the
minimum time, eight students were currently enrolled and 10 students had withdrawnfrom their course. Five of the students who were currently enrolled were likely to
graduate at the end ca 1984. several of these having deferred for a semester. A hkgherproportion of the Home Econoralcz students (32 per cent) than the Commercial Studies
students (42 per cent) graduated in the minimum time.

To sum up, the majority of SA students had passed all their units and coped adequately
with the academic demands of their course but a sizeable proportion of the 1981
mid-year entrants experienced diffimilties with their principal teaching area units, par-ticularly units in Accounting.

Ad'ustment to lirisbaneCti:

Both quantitative and qualitative data relating to students' adjustment to the college
environment and courses were obtained from the questionnaires and interview. Positive
commeilts centred on interesting and relevant subject matter and the enthusiasm of thelecturers concerned. Negative commenu tended to focus on the workload and
perceived irrelevance of the units. One-third of the SA students had experiencedInitial academic adjustment problems associated with their courses. The mostfrequently cited problems were: (a) difficulties in re-adjusting to study and in
preparing assignments and seminars; (2) difficulties in arriving at college for lectures
commencing at 8 am when they had to meet domestic resconsibilitles; (c) inadequate

Table _2: Levet of satisfaction expressed by SA students wIth various aspects et Brtsbane
College of Advanced Education

Very
satisfying Satisfying

Net
Setierfina

Pre-
sented

Scab lees/
frusireUee

Nat
riPOUreele

The overall academic require-
ments of the course 62 39 9 -
Preparing assignments and essays 39 52
Delivering seminars and talks 22
Taking examinations 23 50 18 5
Practical work cuoclated with
my course 62 39 9 - -
Using the college library 26 39 13 22
Relating to other students 65 30 4 -
Relating to academic staff 43 57 - -
Using cottage recreational amenities. 4 26
My overall college experience so
!sr 35 57 4 -



science background, in the ease of _some Home Economics students, or iiiath'quacles
related to typing or shorthand skills in the case of some of the Cointnerrial Studies
students; (d) difficulties in wing the Educational ireseuree centre. Indivirkd commentsranged from "I feel very much at home at college. it is very fulfilling. I have alwayswinded to come to college it is like a tkedni tome IWO" to "OvrtnIII I am very happywith college life, However, 1 !eel the preparation given is totally 4Jfirelotefi to therealities of school rrejuirements.".

The 22 SA students who responded to the final questionnaire rated their satisfactionas indicated in Table 2. Students' pones to other quertions suggested that by this
stage most Of the adjustment problems experienced by some of them during the Wetone or two semesters at the college had been overcome or reduced in severity.Whereas in 1982 approximately one-third of these students had experienced significant
adjustment problems associated with their courses, very few of the SA studentsenrolled in September 1934 were experiencing major problems or frustrationsassociated with their courses, Over half the students indicated that delivering seminars
and talks and using the College Resource Centre had become easier and 39 per cent,3) per cent end 41 per cent of them respectively, felt that their "principal teaching
area" subjects, "second teaching area" subjects and "taking examinations" had become
easier. Fewer than 10 per cent of the etudents felt that any of these aspects of their
course had become more difficult.

fect-
p ement

chit Adm n A

in 1952 interviews were conducted with 40 members of academic staff who had ex-perienced face-to-face contact with the SA students, but the duration and recency ofthis contact varied, as did the number of students with whom the member of staff
concerned had experienced contact (freen a single student to the entire mid-year group
of Commercial Studies or Home economics students).

The lecturers in the area of Home Economies (a principal t d all theirSA students as above average in soda! and emotional maturity, motivatioh, endwillingness to seek advice, but a majority were felt to be "below average" In general
academic performance, flexibility, and tolerance. Lecturers in the Commercial Studiesarea tended to make a distinction between the 1981 mid-year intake of specialadmission students and the 1952 special admission students, While the 1931 entrants
were seen tis being generally 'below average" academically by all five of the lecturers
interviewed, they saw the 1932 Commercial Studies entrants as being generally "above
average". Both groups of students, however, were viewed as being "above average" in
motivation, social and emotional maturity and willingness to seek advice. Individual
comments ranged from "love teaching mature age students" to "dampened rest of thegroup - no youthful exuberance" (1931 Commercial Studies group).

The majority of lecturers believed that the SA students had constitu ed an extremelypositive force in the units in which they had participated. Two themes persistently re-curred amongst the lecturers' commentsi the high level of motivation amongst the
special admission students} and the contention that the mature age students comprisingmost of the special admission group can bring their diverse experiences to bear onclass discussion, seminars and assignments to enrich the teaching-learning experience
for everyone involved.

DISCUSSION

The results of the investigation indicated that although not all the alms of theadmission interview were achieved, the subsequent performance of students admittedon the basis of interview recommendations have, in the main, justified the recom-
mendations of the interviewers. The attrition rate of the 5A students has been at an
acceptable level and their academic attainment has compared well with that of normal
admission student& They performed satisfactorily during their practice teaching,

E.



action from their collet! crico, and have been con
by most ol ti lecturer

in relation to several major eipecfs, the SAP was developed successfully. It Identified
appl cants who were highly rwtivated to undertake teacher training courses; applicants
who subsequently displayed many of the personal qualities necessary for success as
students. The Interview was seen by SA students as necessary, arid the loterviewers
were viewed as warm and concerned with the interviewees as Individuals. Eighty-two
per cent of respondents to the final questionnaire administered to the special
admission students Indicated that they would advice retaining tawntlally the same SAP.

On the other hand, some aspects of the interview procedure require modification in
the light of the present investigation. Attempts should be made to reduce further the
anxiety associated with admission interviews by placing more emphasis upon its
information-sharing character and its role in assisting applicants to evaluate them-
selves. Physical aspects of the interview such as the venue, the long wait by inter-
viewees prior to interview, and the size of the interview panels also merit
re-examination. It is probable that admission interviews are not the most suitable
means of Imparting specific information concerning college courses and consideration
should be given to using alternative or supplementary methods of providing applicants
with succinct, reaelly understandable Information concerning the college.

Thls evaluation study has shown that the 1982 SA students obtained bettor academic
results than the 1981 mid-year entrants and that some of the latter group encountered
difficulties in their principal teaching area. This was pusrtieularly true of the Com-
mercial Studio students. Any SAP should thus emphasise the need for mastery of
knowledge and skills relevant to the principal teaching area prior to, or very soon
alter, entry to the college. It Is probable that mid-year entry causes some adjustment
problems which do not occur when entry is made at the beginning of the academic
year, and that an admission Interview cannot provide sufficient assistance to such
students in identifying potential adjustment problems. The results of the present
investigation therefore cuggest that counu.iling and/or a c4reli)liy-dfnigned orientation
program should supplement admission Interviews for mid-year entrants.

The results indicate that the mature-age SA students obtained Considerably better
academlc grades than the younger SA students. The reasons for this difference are
unclear, but it is possible that the 5AP and particularly the admission interview, was
more useful for mature age than for younger students. Younger applicants may have
had Insufficient time in which to demonstrate evidence of some of the personal
qualities which the interview sought to tap. Alternatively, they may lack the life
experiences which can compensate for the smaller amounts of formal schooling under-
taken by special admission students. Whatever the reason for this discrepancy in
academic attainment, it remains true that the SAP was more successful In Identifying
older students than younger students in terms of their subsequent academic per-
formance.

The cost effectiveness ef the SAP is difficult to assess, Balanced against the
additional time and effort associated with the procedure is the fact thatt most of the
students included in this evaluation have coped adequately with the academic demands
of their courses and with practice teaching; most have obtained considerable personal
fulfilment from their college experiences; and in the opinion of academic staff have
displayed many of the personal and professional qualities associated with successful
teaching. In view of these considerations, it is proposed that the SAP should be
adapted In order to augment the normal admission procedure for mature.age applicants
to pre-service teacher education courses In Art, Commercial Studies and Home
Economics at Brisbane College of Advanced Ectication. It is also hoped that the special
admission interview will serve as a model for the development of procedures for
admitting mature age students to other pre-service courses. Any procedures introduced
would need to be subject to further evaluations.

9.
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To sum up, the SAP was obviously more ii uming to admlnisttr thou jim umrurioiadmission p ocedute arid it would lee intrea lc to recommend an extension oi thk pro-eekne to all applicants for rn..wrvin teacher education courses. However, theprocedure appears to have potential value for the admission of nun.standard applicants
to pre.service courses. It may be particularly relevant as an nid in the admission of
mature.age Applicants who have not completed their Year 12 furnmi schooling. It ishoped that other investigators may utilise the special admission interview schedule orreferee's report form to provide further information on their value.
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THE SKILLS OF PRIMARY PRE-SEM/ICE TEACHER
EDUCATION STUDENTS IN RELATION TO SPEAKING AND
TEACHING OF LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH (LOTEel

(WV Pirdh,
Brisbane Conine of Advance

INTRODUCTION

Thls survey was conducted with pre-service students in their first year of primary
teacher education on campuses of Queensland colleges of advanced education And
James Cook University. It took place in early February 19113 during orientation pro-
grams designed for fIrst-var students. Nine-hundred-and-sixty-eight students were sur-veyed. The survey :Ka include students from McAuley College of TeacherEducation, students enrolled in the Diploma of Teaching (Physical EducatIon), the I3.A.
Music Education), Or students in the Graduate Diploma in Teaching at the DarlingDowns Institute of Advanced Education. Table 1 provides a breakdown of numberssurveyed by campuses.

Table 1: Firzt-year primary leacher education students in ter-
tiary Institutions in Queensland (1983)

ntsrarR

Mount Gtavatt 242
Carzeldine
(Diploma of Teaching)

Carseldlne
(Graduate Diploma In Teaching) 99

Darling Downs Institute of Advanced Education 148

Capricornia Institute of advanctid Education

James Cook University 166

228

TOTAL 968

11.
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These numbers represent 39.2 per cent of the total studeuts ellrt Iled In the courses inFebruary 1983, based on figures supplied by the board of Advanced Education.

The survey was restricted to students In their first year for the following reaso
the first-year group was sufficiently large to allow generalisations to be niade
these students were cosier to get together os a group andthIrd-year students

if the findings of the survey were to be acted upon (e.g. by the Introduction of
language units into existing courses) it would be more likely to be the first-year
group that would be involved since by the time the results were disseminatedthe third-year group would be close to graduation and the second-year group
alrlady too far Into their course for changes to be made.

The Graduate Diploma group from Carseldine campus were included although they
would not be Involved in any changes brought about by this survey since they were to
graduate at the end of 1983. They were, however, available at the time of thc survey
and their data proved to be interesting and significant in a number of respects.

AIMS OP THE SURVEY

The survey was designed principally to find the number of students who have studied alanguage other than English (LOTT) to at least Year 12 level or who have acquired aLOTE in an Informal setting such as the home or by prolongeJ residence In a countrywhere the Lan is spoken.

It was designed also to find the number of these students who would like to teach aLOTE in the primary school If approprIate units were developed In diploma courses.

The Implications of these results for the teaching of LOTEs In the primary school are
obvious. There are also implications for the preparation of teachers of multicultural
education, since the teaching of a LOTE Is generally recognised as a de:Arable aspectof education for a multicultural society both for children whose first language isEnglish as well as for the purpose of first-language maintenance for those children
who speak English as a second language.

STUDENTS OF A LOTE TO YEA AND STUDENTS WHO ACU1RED A OTE

The figures in Table 2 represent the numbers of studentS who have either stud ed aLOTE to Year 12 level or who have acquired one In an informal setting.

The following points are worth noting,
(I) The linguistic resources that these figures represent are considerable. Almost aquarter of students involved in primary teacher education .:ourses have eitherstudied a LOTE to Year 12 level or have acquired one in informal settings.

The South-East Queensland campuses have attracted significantly more LOTE
students or speakers than the two northern campuses. It would be interesting toseek reasons for this but it is beyond the scope of this study.

(lil) The intake of students in the Graduate Diploma at the Carseldine campus who
are students or speakers of a LOTE is proportionally much higher than anyother group in the study. The reasons for this are unclear but it would be
interesting to look Into this discrepancy.

(iv) It would seem from these figures that A potential exists among primary teacher
education students in Queensland to provide a supply of teachers capable of
introducing LOTE. programs in primary schools. In the case of the students who
have acquired a lansuage outside the formal classroom situation, their pro-



flciency is likely to be
teachers of their LOTE tho

y little pre Wiwi they could becorot

Students who studied LOU to Year 12 and/or acqutwo a LOlL
Informally

% of Yoor I

0A4dowii4 (ph

anpun

Mount Graven 23.0
Carselome

(Diploma of Teaching) 56 24.5
Carseldine

(Graduate Diploma In Teaching) 53 53.5
Darling Downs Institute of Advanced Education 30 20.3
CaprIcornia Institute of AdvancA Education 9 10.6
Jamas Cook University 15.7

TOTAL 230 23.0

In the case of the students who studied a I.OTI to Year 12 le.el, they have the basis
for further language study which could make them sufficiently proficient to teach
their LOTE in the prironry school. The nature of the potential of both theke group% k
explored in what folloW3.

STUDENTS WHO HAVE AC tilREn A LOTE IN INVORMAL SETTIN

Table 2 does not distinguish between those who have acquired a LOtE informally and
students who have only studied a LOTE to Year 12 level. Table 3 indicatcs those
students who have acquired a LOTE in Informal settings.

Table 3: Speakers of a LOTE acqu.rid Informally

of Toot 1
otudonto on

c_

Mount Gravel! 14

Carseldlne
(Diploma of T chino) 6 2.6

Carseldine
(Graduate Diploma In Teaching) 13 13.0

Darling Downs institute of Advanced Education 5 3.4
Capricomta Institute of Advanced Education 2 2.4
James Cook University 10 6.0

TOTAL 50 5.2

1 8



From these figures it would seem that tertiary institutioik involved in the preparotIon
of primary school teachers reflect the proportion of Lt.. IL speakers found in the
community as a whole. Figures taken from the 1976 census indicate that .5.9 per centat the population In Queensland were regular users of a LOTE. (The 1981 census did
not contain sufficient Items on language to draw out similar data.) &Avert the etirrent
emphask on multicultural education, this would seem to be a desirable feature since it
indicates a potential teaching force which reflects the ethnic diversity found In the
community at large. As teachers who have probably experienced at first hand what itis to belong to a ham-Anglo- ixon culture, they would be likely to provide authentic
Insights into the nature of cultural diversity, not only for the children they teach but
als0 for their colleagues ki schools end tertiary institutions.

Two other sets of statistics from the survey, however, throw some doubt on the con-
clusion that all students who have acquired a Lein In informal settings (10 aCtually
come from a background significantly different in cultural terms from the majority of
students, Only fifteen students (1.3 per CCnt of the total number of students) were
born in a non-English-speaking country. Perhaps ellen more revealing, however, was the
item which dealt with the birthplace uf the students' parents (Table 4).

bteis

CALSVO

mount Gravatt

Cersaidine
(Diplome of Tea hing)

Carseldlne
(Graduate Diploma In
Teaching)

f parents

S of
covon

c'VP

So4:1
where S of
LOU co.çua

"Tr-Am LlrotiP

0.0 2 08 12 5.0

0.0 1 0.4 5 2.2

6 6.1

Darling Downs Institute t f
Advanced Education 2 1.4 2.0

Capricornta Institute of
Advanced Education 0.0 0.0 2 2.4

James Cook University 4 2.4 2 1.2 4 2.4

TOTAL 12 1.2 6 0.6 32 13

Thls table Indicates that only 3.9 per cent of students (combining columns 2 and 3)
come from a backgreund whece one or both of the parents were born in a country
where the LOTE Is spoken. From these figures, it is open to corajecture whether the
Institutions represented here are In fact reflecting the ethnic composition of the
community as a whole. Also the fluency of those students represented in column 1
should not be assumed to be native-like. Since they and their parents have been born
in Australia or another English-speaking country many of the students would be
third-generation speakers. Language maintenance into the third generation is rare andthe variety of LOTE spoken by this group is often very non-standard.

In attempting to discover the proficiency of students who had acquired a LOTE in
Informal settings

'
students were asked to assess their fluency in conversation, readingand writing. The reliability of self-assessment In establishing degrees of fluency Is

14.
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usually low. Htewever, the prpose of this Itom wits mrrely to establUth it rotqtt profIle
of linguistic skills and so tho weukness of sU-itcwo.ment Is to be tolerated.

cAscus

iiuency of sp kers of InfOrrnalIymCguitad Lotus

I of
welting

Mount Gravel! 14 12 85.7 It 57.1 35.7
Cafseldine

(Diploma of T ching) 6 6 100.0 50.0 50.0
Carseldlne

(Graduate Diploma In
Teaching) 13 12 92.3 04.6 7

Darling Downs Institute
of Advanced Education 3 60.0 60.0 20.0

Caprlcornia Institute of
Adv inced Education 2 2 100.0 2 100.0 2 100.0

James Cook University tO 10 100.0 5 50.0 4 40.0

Table 3 Indicates t lat mast talents rate themselves as fluent in conversation whilereading and writing skills are generally of a lower order. This is under,rtandable since
students would communicate orally within the family and the ethnic community but
would have less reason to communicate by means of the written word. Given the age
group of the student population, most would have been educated in Australia where, of
courae, the language of instruction Is English. Reading and writing in the LOTE II
taught formally at all would have occurred mainly in ethnic schools.

The fact that a significant percentage do not consider themselves fluent in reedit.%
and writing their particular LOTv.. need not be seen as a major Impediment to their
teaching the language In primary schools. Language teaching at this level is involved
mainly with the development of oral communicative proficiency rather than the more
formai aspects of language usually associated with reading and writing. With respect to
spoken language, it is probable that this group would display a much higher proficiency
than is attained by most teachers who learned a LOTE, in an Australian secondary
school or tertiary Institution.

What would be required, of course, in their preparation as teachers of a LOU would
be a grounding in the methodology of second language teaching at primary school level.
This could be accomplished by the provision of a single methodology unit offered as an
elective. This would seem to be a quite inexpensive way of providing teachers who
could make a tangible contribution to a school's multicultural program.

Given that education for a multicul:ural society is of fiCial policy in Queensland, it
would seem that we should encourage a representative sample of people from ethnic
communities to enter the teaching profession. These people have unique insights and
important experience to offer, not the least of which Is their ability to speak a LOTE.
The rather small numbers of this group in Diploma of Teaching courses on most
campuses might suggest that a policy of active recruitment would be in order.Certainly, it Is arguable that fluency in a second language could well be seen as apositive attribute that might be taken into consideration when selecting students for
teacher education programs.

ij.



The number ol teachers had studied various LOTlis to Year 12 is shown iii Table6. Table 7, compIled froni information supplied by the Board of Secondary School
Studies, shows the total number studying LOTEs at Year 12 level in 1983. Acomparison of Table 6 and Table 7 shows that the distribution of "'indent teachers whohad studied LOTEs broadly reflects the distribution of secondary school studentsstudying LOTes in Year 12

Student. who sludled a LOU to Ye4r 12

No

07

P4

1
Total N Ttl H ttol Total N Total N Total.

*Punt Grovot 40 25 531 10375 4 6.3 0 0.0 3
Corooldtne

1010.7.1 5 10.0 1 2.0 1 2,0 1 2.0
Carooldlno

(Grod.01a.T.) 60 30 62.5 15 31.3 7 14.6 0.0 3 4.3 I 2.1
001AE 27 17 63,0 039.4 I. 22.2 0.0 0.0 1 3.7
CZAr 7 2 . 0.0 . 0.0 - 0.0

C 17 6 353 5 27.4 2 IlU S 1 5.

11/ 114 57 13.7 9 4.4 5 2.5 7 3.4

o ono lanquagoi
_o Ruu,Ion1 Chino*. as-.01 botch

T bje 71 Students studying languages rn Queensland at Year
12 (1983)

of total
language'

student.

French 761 44.2
German 650 37.7
Japinese 178 10.3
Italian 99 5.7
Indonesian 19 1.1

Russian 2 0.1
Chinese 0.5
Greek 0.0
Win 0.3

1,722

The choice of languages In secondary schools is Influenced by a number of interrelated
factors such as tradition and the availability of teachers. This Is reflected in the
bnguages represented in our survey of tertiary students. From these figures, it would
seem that if languages were to be offered as electives in Diploma of Teaching courses,

16.
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viable groups could be formed only for French and Cernian at Mount Gravatt and
Carseldine campuses and possibly for French at Darling Dooms Institute of A wincedEducation. Ori the othei campuses there are Insufficient numbers to warrant setting up
classes. (A cia:s size of twelve Is eonMdered the rairdinum viable number for thepurpose of this discussion.)

Item 13 of the questionnaire was designed to find thy number of students who had
lelrned or acquired a LOTE and who would like to teach it at primary tchool level Ifthe necessary training were provided (i.e methodology for students who had acquired
their language informally and language study plus methodolo y for students who had
learned their language In formai classrooms to Year 12 level ). The positive responses
given to this Item are shown in Table

TaPle Students wtthln to teach a LO1 In the primary
school

Mount Gravalt

Carseldine
(Diploma at Tcac trig

Carseidlne

67.9

69.6

(Graduate Diploma in leaching) 36 67.9
Darling Downs Institute of

Advanced Education 23 76.7
Capricornla Institute of Advanced

Education 5 55.6
James Cook University 12 46.2

As can be seen, the majority ef students who have Jearned a language either at schoolor Informally would like to teach that language in thc primary school. For the

Table 91 Students ol French or German and who wish to teach the language In the primary
school

CAWS !conch Gammon

Mount Gravel! 16 64.0 72.2
Carselelne

(Diploma of Teaching) 23 67.6 11 73.3
Carseldine

(Graduate Diploma In Teaching) 19 63.3 12 80.0
Darling Downs Institute of Advanced Education 2.4 6 75.0

17.
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practical reason4 mentioned earlier, however, it seem
be in a position to form viable class groups arid
responses of French and German students to Item I',

only three campuses would
viability depends upon the

Table 9 shows the number of students who Ntudled French and German to Year 12 who
indicated that they would like to teach the language in the primary s hool.

It would seem then that viable French and German groups could be formed at Mount
Gravatt and Carseldine. At Darling Downs Institute of Advanced Cducation, It would
be possible to form only a viable Frencl. group.

To get an accurate picture of the number of potential LOU teachers from the sample
of first-year students who Indicated they would like to teach a LOU in the primary
school, it Is necessary to discard those students wit.) Indicated they would like to
teach a language for which viable class groups could not be formed. The result is
shown in Table 10.

TOE* 10.1 Palen 1 loathers of LOTEs

II I
wiskone to
tooth 0
LOU

No. of
rrom non.

wlaan twAup*

Potsnt101
OTC

44.00$41111

Mount Graven
36

Carseldine
(Diploma of Teaching) 36

Carsaicline
(Graduate Diploma In Teaching) 36 4 32

Darhng Downs Institute of Advanced Education 23 7 16

Thls group would be made up of students of French or German together with those
students who have acquired a LOTE in informal settings for whom it Is maintained
special language mite would be temecessary. This group would be combined for common
methodology courses.

A comparison of Tdde 9 and Table 10 seems to Indicate that the majority of the
potential LOTE teachers are speakers of French or German. However, while this isIndeed the case, the situation la a little more complex than first appears since a
number of the students of French and German are speakers of a LOTE that they have
acquired Informally. In other words, some of the potential LOTE teachers would be
capable of teaching more than one language.

The range of languages represented on the three campuses together with the number
of speakers is shown in Table 11.



Tab lo t Languages learnt In Informal settings

Mount Gravatt

Cam !dine
(Diploma 01 Teaching) 2

Carsaldlne
(Graduate Dipl ma In
Teaching)

Darling Downs Institute
of Advanced Education

2 2 2 16

4 unoor
riauLl

m Ad Lim foi1w.j lot-1r Indonc*inn, YuQoanivt R...ton, WoltPe,

The nutnhN of ctnfrnts who have acquired a LOTT in an inlurinal witing and who
wish to teach that language are shown in Table 12.

Table 12; LOTE speakers (informal acquisition) wishing to
teach their LOTE

Mount Gravall

Carseldine
(Diploma of Teaching)

Carseldine
(Graduate Diploma In Teaching)

Darling Downs Institute of Advanced Education

10

4

10

4

TOTAL

It would seem that a significant number of teachers of LOTEs in the primary school
could be prepared from the existing intakes of students in primary education courses.
While the majority of these students would be teact.ers of French and German, the
figures from Table 11 indicate that there would be a range of other languages as well.

STAFFING

Of the campuses surveyed, only Mount Gravatt and James Cook University have been
involved in the preparation of teachers of LOTEs. Both of these institutions were
involved with the preparation of language teachers in the secondary school. Since the
amalgamation of the Brisbane campuses to form the Brisbane College of Advanced
Education, some of the staff involved in the LOTE teaching program on Mount Gravatt
campus have transferred to the Kelvin Grove campus. However, sufficient staff remain



to provide units in French and German (two French and onc German lecturer remain).In addition, Mount Gravatt has retained an Involvement in second language educationthrough the Graduate Diploma In Second Language Teaching which Is offered on thatcampus.

While James Cook UniverOty has staff lnvolvtd In the preparation of languageteachers, numbers of students do not warrant the etabilshmcnt of units to prepareLOTE teachers for the primary school at present.

On Carseldlne campus and at Darling Downs Institute of Advanced Education viablegroups exist, but neither of these institutions have been involved In the preparation ofLOTE teachers. If the necessary units were developed staff would need to be found toservice these units.

CONCLUSION

The data gathered in this survey Indicate that a significant proportion of studentsentering courses Involved in the preparation of primary school teachers has eitherstudied a LOTE to Year 12 standard or has acquired a LOTE In an informal setting,such as within the home.

On at least two campuses, Mount Gravatt and Carseldine, the number of students whohave studied either French or German to Year 12 is such that viable classes In thesetwo languages would be possible, At Darling Downs Institute of Advanced Education aviable French class would be possible.

It would seem that the conversational fluency of those students who have acquired aLOTE informally is such that further language study would not be needed for membersof this group wishing to teach languages in the primary school.

Methodology classes could be formed by combining students of French and German withstudents who had acquired a LOTE informally. By this process, a significant number ofteachers (120 estimateA on this survey) capable of teaching a LOTC in the primaryschool could be produced each year.

Staff qualified to conduct language units In French and German as well as methodologyunits for French, German and other LOTEs are presently situated on Mount Gravattcampus. It would probably be necessary to engage additional part-time staff if suchunits were to be undertaken at Carseldine campus and Darling Downs Institute ofAdvanced Education.

With regard to students enrolled In teacher education courses on the campusessurveyed, it would seem that a lower proportion of these students Is from anon-English-speaking background than is the case for the community as a whole. Con-sequently, in the Interest of producing a culturally balanced and representativeteaching profession that reflects the multicultural nature of society, colleges andtrilversities should perhaps give some thought to ways of increasing ethnic diversitywhen selecting students for teacher education courses.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In the light of the da a gathered in this survey and government policy to promotethrough education the ideas of multiculturalism the following recommendations aremade:

1. That tertiary institutions give consideration to the recruitment of more studentsof non-English-speaking background for teacher education courses.

20.



That LOTEs be offered as electives within Dip oma of Teaching courses on
campuses where viable classes could be formed, with a view to providing a poolof teachers with the necessary proficiency to teach a LOU at primary schoollevel.

That on such campuses, students who are sufficiently proficient in a LOTL
either as native speakers or through having formally learnt a language be
offered a methodology unit to enable them t o teach the Lou in primary
schools.
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DEISIRAOL CHARACTERISTICS OF
SUPERvisING PERSONNEL IN SCHOOLS

Y.4ttc)14 pnot I 1,11. Lit-ur ,
I.E. H.M,C, Will(
Pr1ebant4 Collt,qe of Advs.incod rduc4tion

IIACKGROIIND

ma study was carried out at the Carseldine Campu ge of
Advanced Lesication. During 1981.82, three pre-wrvice course In teacher educationwere offerrA at this campin. These were the three-year Diploma of Teaching
(PriMary), the Diploma of Teaching (Primary/Pre-School) and the one-year Graduate
Diplema In Teaching (I rirnaty). It was decided not to include students enrolled in the
latter course in the study as their experience with school studies was not al extensive

the other two.

A significant component of the two courses selected for the study is the field studies
experience. This includes block practice and school studieS, In the former, students
spend a continuous block of time (three weeks) each semester in co-operating primary
schools over the three-year period. In the latter, one day each week for thirteen con-
secutive weeks is spent in schools for one semester during second year and for both
semesters during third year. During block practice, emphasis is placed upon student
teaCher development of personal, interpersonal and professional skills neeied by a
classroom teacher. Professional skill dzvelopment focuses prlhcipally on planning
lessons and tedts, mastering teaching techniques and strategies, organising and
managing the learning cituation and evaluating learning. During school studies, students
study, both in college and at the school, the roles and responsibilities of teachers in
planning programs for individual children and for class groups, across all aspects of the
Curriculum, and practise developing these competencies themselves. In addition, they
examine ways in which teachers can become involved in helping plan the school curri-
culum and the influences that affect such planning.

The tudy investigated the characteristics perceived to be needed by supervising per-
sonnel (college staff, sthool administrators and teachers) participating in field studies.
It was decided also to study desirable characteristics of schools involved. The design
phase included a review of relevant literature and distribution of an open-ended
questionnaire to the four groups involved in the study - college personnel, school
adminnitrators, teachers and third-year student% Thirekyear students were chosen
because of their greater experience with both bloCk practice and school studies. On
the basis of the review and the questionnaire, a final questionnaire was developed and
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cIrculated AtnOngst a intative sample of the lou o groups. The data thus colkcted
-nd recommendations made.were analysed, conclusions wer

THE mr,jlicm IN DETAIL

To obtain Initial dela, a short open-ended qlltnnaire was devised. With regard
block prac Ice teaching, participants were Invited too
(a) list the five most desirable characteristics of college lccturtrs supervising erne-tite teaching!
(b) list the live most desirable characteristics of supervising teachers!
(c) list the five most desirable characteristics of supervising principals o

administrators!
(d) list the flve most desirable qualities of schools which facilitate block

On an adjoining page, similar responses were sought relative to school studies.

Of the twenty-seven lecturers in Teacher Education and the thirteen from Liberal
Studies who undertake work in the schools thirteen received questionnaires (eight In
Teacher Education, live In Liberal StudiesS. Some lecturers worked in block practice
only, some In school studies only and some In both programs.

in all, fourteen schools were approached in thls initial round. Four schools took bloek
practice 5tudcnts only, one took school studies students only and nine worked on both
programs. Seven schools were Class 1 (600+ pupils), six were Class 1 (300-600) and one
was Class III (100-100). in terms of architecture, three of the schools were multi-space
buildings, whilst the other eleven were of traditional design. Within these sehoolO,
seven administrators and seven assistant administrators were contacted. Three teaehers
in each school were also approached.

Thirty third-year students were approached. This represented about one-third of the
third-year population. At the time of contact, these students were on their fifth block
practice session and had undertaken two semesters of school studies.

With this breadth of cceotact, the research team felt confident that the data collected
would be comprehensive.

The first task was to take the responses of each of the four groups in each category.
A simple listing and tallying procedure was utilised. These lists proved quite lengthy
despite some simple collapsing of responses. Further investigation of the sections
indicated that responses concerning the personnel (a, b, and c above) could be cate.
gorised under the following headings!

Personal Characteristics

Professional Characteristics
Procedures Used.

Initially, this type of categorisatton was used for schools, but was later dispensed with
in favour of one category.

The final stage Involved the combined opinions from all the participants. Progressive
breakdowns of the lists of desirable characteristics occurred until the final, manage-
able shorter lists were determined. At this point it was clear that there was almost
complete commonality in the items appearing in ale lists concerning block practice and
school studies. For the final questionnaire, therefore, only one list was adopted.

The final questionnaire was Walled before distribution with a small number of
respondents to remove ambiguities and unclear wording. It allowed for data to be
collected from all groups on block practice, school studies or both. Participants were



asked to evaluate each of the charaLterisiles on a live-point scale ranging
essential to irrelevant. Additionally, they were asked to rank order f I ro
five most impo.+set items.

The final questionnairt, ws distrIkted to the forty lecturers who undertake ork
schools. Some lecturers wolked in block practice only, some in school studies only, but
most worked in both programs. The thirty-six schools attsoclated with the college were
approached for the final questionnaire. Within each school, the administrator who was
responsible for the cceordination of student activities was asked to fill out a question-
noire as well as the regular supervisors in the school.

All third-year student teachers were approached. At the time of contact, these
students were in their sixth and final block practice session and had undertaken three
semesters of Khoo! studies. It was felt that tip- timing of this questionnaire, In the
final pre-graduation practice (November), contributed to a large extent to the lower
response rate than that achieved with the earlier open-ended search for data.

The study was intended to be exploratory and descriptive in nature. The prosi,ens
being evaluated are specific to Carseldinres Diploma of Teaching and the results
eennot be held to be generalisable to the wider teacher education scene. However, as
many colleges are now involved in school-based programs or are considering their
Introduction, the findings could have quite general interest amongst teacher educators.
Because of the exploratory nature of the study and because it included a large pro-
portion of those involved, little attempt tees made to apply statistkal tests of
significance to the results.

The data were entered Into the CAENET HP,3000 system at the Kedrou Computer
System and all analysts were undertaken using the Statistical Pack4ge for the Social
Sciences (SI355). The primary analysts of the data consisted of an extensive series of
crosstabulations. These were presented in graphical form in the report and tentative
trends are identified as the basis for recommendations.

Some preliminary attempts at secondary analyses involving factoi nalysos of
items have shown promise of further useful data reduction and clarification. It Is hoped
that these analyses can be pursued at a later date.

it was decided that the primary concern in the graphs was to present a clear picture
of differences in the pattern of opinions held by the four groups of respondents. A
direct graphing of the means on each item far the four groups would distort this
relationship if any group tended to rate characteristics consistently higher or lower
across all items in a set, so differences In the average level of response of the respon-
dent groups were added or subtracted to individual items.

It should be noted that an item may be ranked very low In this order either because It
is seen as unimportant or because it is not applicable, e.g. teachers should visit the
school regularly. Thus the graphs represent relative levels of importance attached to
individual Items by each of the groups.

After studying the graphs he research team decided to represent the terms by using
this range of scores:
(a) Essential 4.5 and above;
(b) Desirable 3.5 up to but not including 4.5;
(c) Useful 2.5 up to but not including 3.5;
(d) The committee Judged that no item was given a sufficiently low overage rating

to be classified in the lower category, Doubtful.

Agreement between groups was defined as follows
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(a) -Strong Agree nt

) Disagreement

(c)

A spread at 0.2 ur JOY, 11. OV: the four respo
groups on any hem!

A spread of 0,4 or more across the tour respondent
groups on any Itemi and

Tho remnatning items represent a moderate level of agreement across the four
groups.

The establIshment of such bands was, ln one sense, arbitrary. It reflected the judgmentof the group after assessment of idt the data.

In the questionnaire, respondents were asked to raek the flvc most important charac.
teristics in each section. This meant that there was potentially a second complete setof data for analysis. An investigation of the means obtained by the two methods (meanscale value and mean rank value) showed almost complete agreement, particularly inthe essential characteristics.

For two reasons the team decided not to p oceed with the analysis of data from theforced choice ranki,.g 4c1wme. Firstly, it Interested in items ranked both high andlow, therefore the rating scale was more appropriate. Secondly, the rating scaleobtained a real response from each person for each item. Information derived from
these scales thus reflects a wide opinion base. In addition, the fivepaint rating scaleis an easier format for respondents to use.

The esults do not include any further consideratIons at the ranking data and the
research team would recommend the rating scale far my other investigations of thiskind.

RESULTS AND REWMMENDATI NS

The primary intention is to identify the areas of commonality and areas of differencebetween block practice and school studies at perceived by the four groups ofrespondents. A difference between the view one group has of itself and the view of itheld by another group would suggest that specific action is required to resolve thisrole conflict.

Macialtilt
Flrional Chsraçtqmlstics

Gene ra 1 tronds

The data relating to personal characteristics of college staff in school studies andblock practice show that all the characteristics listed are seen as important in bothprogram& College staff arc called upon especially to be fair, approachable andconsistent, while the lowest (though still high) ratings are assigned to the qualities ofconsiderateness, friendliness arid tactfulness.

The profile obtained from the four sets of respondents regarding block practiceillustrates very close agreement across the full range of thirteen items. The contrast isclear, for example, in comparison with the matching sets of opinions for college staffIn school studies. The trend suggests that ail four groups have a clear and consistentrole Image for members of college staff. In part, this difference is an expectedfunction of the long history of block practice and the relative newness of schoolstudies.

Some general differences in the ratings applied to the two role
of consistency and understanding are rated higher in block pract ce by all groups.

re notable. Qualiti
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colif 1 ic

None of the differences between groups
large to warrant concere. However, some
recorded in the results for school studies.

to block practic
leo larger differui

iently
re

College staff assign higher ratings to open-mindedness and flexibilIty in themselves
than do other groups. Administrators and teachers provide the lowest ratings for
open-rnMdedness. By contrast, while lecturers rate flexibility highly, adtninistrators
rate this quality highest of all the persoual characteristics. Such a response from
administrators is a clear Indication of some general problem in this area which requires
clarification,

The lower Importance assigned by college staff to punctuality Is In con
importance of this quality rxirticularly for teachers. The pattern Is similar tliuug
marked In the data tor block practice.

Peo n

I. The consistency of

the

Med for college staff in block practIce could
serve as an Illustration of the level of consensus which it attainable.

2. Tlw difference between college staff and school administrators in t ieir ratings
of the importance of "open-mIndedness" in college staff should be explored.

3. The pa rticularly high rating assigned to "flexibility" of college stall In school
studies, especially as viewed by administrators, needs to be clarified.

4. The need for punctuality by college staff is documented. The finding is not new
or surprising, but is an indication of a continuing need for effort by college
staff to consider the needs of others.

Profasilonal Characteristics_

General Tronda

The general trends in these data !nclude a strong indication that the complete set of
thirteen items are perceived as important aspects of the role of college personnel in
school studies and block practice. This is Illustrated by the very small difference In
ratings between the most important item (sound knowledge of the program) and the
least important (academically well-qualified). All four groups provided average ratings
over the thirteen items which exceed 4.2 on the five-point scale.

There is a high level of correspondence between the order of ratings fur thc two
areas, school studies and block practice. For both areas the group of four most
important and least important items contains the same items. The most important ores

sound knowledge of the program

interest in student development

capacity for constructive criticism of students
a willingness to share.

The four least important were:

academically well-qualifi d
organisational ability

willingness to accept new ideas

concern for children.
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Group differences In the ratings of Items produce a moderate spread of opinions for
most Items. A few items ranked as most important by all groups show sma I spreads ofopinion. The general picture suggests that there are four moderately dillereet sets ofexpectations of the role of college staff in these two fields, as regards the Items inthe "professional characteristics" set.

A third general trend places the lecturer own opinion on the upper or lower extreme
for many Items. For six items in school studies and seven in block practice, thelecturers' opinion is alone at an extreme. If tied opinions are Included, these figures
become eight and thirten respectively, with the seven ties involving all three othergroups.

Con f I ict

Within the overall pattern of high levels of Importance and close agreem nt between
ratings for school studies and block practice, several differences between the two

s or between groups of respondents appear In the data.

Lecturers' awareness of potentialities is rated higher (overall fifth) in school studiesthan In block practice (overall eighth). Their skill in provision of constructive criticismis rated by lecturers themselves higher than others in block practice and lower than
others in school studies.

The lecturers rate their knowledge of primary curricula and a primary teachingbackground lower than do the other groups In both school studies and block practice,and they rate a willingness to accept new Ideas higher than other groups in bothfields.

Recommendations

A. The general though moderate level of disagreement concerning this set of
characteristics, together with the tendency for the lecturers' opinions to occupy
extreme positions among the four groups suggests that some general attempt at
role clarification and subsequent rapproAement among the opinions of groups Is
highly desirable.

Within the context of such an endeavour, the contribution of curriculum
knowledge and associated characteristics, such as a primary teaching
background and teaching expertise, should be clarified in a way acceptable to
all groups.

proulufal characteristics

General Drends

The level of importance assigned to the fourteen Items in the set of procedural
characteristics varies markedly. The ratings for the most important items are above 4.6
on the flve.point scale, while the lowest ratings are below 3.3.

There Is a general tendency for levels of agreement amen
respondents to be higher for items rated most important and to
merit for characteristics near the lowest overall rating.

Five characteristics are given high ratings in both school st
They arei

provision of constructive advice to students
effective implementation of the program

ective communication with others
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positive support for students

regular visitation.

Three items receive the lowest ratings in both pro

evidence of thorough preparation

delineation of the school's expectations

display of a range of teaching strategies.

Some differences between ratings In the two programs are evident. infective im-
plementation of the program is rated more highly in school studies, while effective
communication Is rated more highly in block practice.

^inflict

One marked disagreement relates to the ratings given to the item "assess regularly".
This item, for block practice, Is rated rather higher by administrators and teachers
than by students and college staff. For school studies, lecturers rate this item last,
while the other three groups rate it at close to the same level as in block practice.

Marked disagreement Is also depicted in the lecturer's role In stating the expectationsof the school in both programs, administrators give this item their second lowest
rating. Students in particular give a higher rating to this characteristic or responsi-
bIlity

The disagreement among groups in relation to the treatment of students as fellow
professionair, Is again highlighted in these results.

Recommendations

1. The role of the lecturer In assessment during school visits in the school studIes
program is understood differently by lecturers and the other groups. This aspect
of the lecturer's role should be clearly communicated.

the apparent opinion of administrators that lecturers have little, if any,
ponsibility to communicate the expectations of the school in either program.

While this is clearly perceived by all groups as a fundamental task for school
administrators, these data suggest that the three other groups see a role for
college staff in this areo to a greater extent than administrators do. Clarifica-
tion in this area, including the means by which administrators may communicate
school expectations to college staff, should be undertaken.

The implication of the treatment of student teachers as professiona
emerged as requiring attention.

TEACHERS

eafelsbgaittwili
General Trends

The adjustments required to remove overall group differences from the data were small
and similar in school studies and block practice. In both areas, students assign a
slightly higher level of importance to teachers' qualities than do the other three
groups of respondents, while teachers rate the importance of their own qualities rather
lower than these are rated by students and college staff, and lower than administra-
tors rate them in block practice.
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In gneral, all the personality chdrcteriitirs of teachers are seen as important so thatthere are only small differences between items. The principal differences between theratings of characteristics In relation to block practice and school studies reflect theassessment role of the teacher in the former area. Teachers rate their approachabilitytheir most important characteristic in each type of contact with students, butwise agree with the other groups of respondents in rating "co-operative" and"supportive" as more Important in school studies than "fair" and "consistent", Thereverse Is the case in relation to block practice and the reversal Is In accordance withthe teachers' role in assessment in block practice.

Concord and Conflict

Despite the similarity in general trends, the ratings assigned to personal qualities ofteachers by themselves and by others reveal a quite omplex pattern of differences ofopinion among the four groups regarding school studies. Tea,liers apparently tend toidentify "fairness" as a quality required in evaluation, but rate it notably lower than
the other groups do. They also provide at least marginally lower ratings than other
groups for the qualities "understanding", "opee-alinded", "supportive" and "tactfuP'. This
suggests that they see themselves In a less personal relationship to students than othergroups see as desirable,

Two groups, students and lecturerc, rate some characteristics higher than the oth rgroups. The differences are not great. Students assign the highest of the four ratings
to "approachable", "supportive", and "Considerate", while college staff assign highest
ratings to "enthusiastic" and "open-minded". These differences would seem to simplyfleet the different needs of the two groups.

A marked divergence in views appears in relation to three qualities which occur rather
low in the overall order of priority. In relation to the three qualities "open-minded",
"considerate" and "friendly", both students and coliege staff provide similar high
ratings while both teachers and school administrators provide similar lower ratings.

The result obtaioed for the personal qualities of teachers in relation to block practiseis remarkable for Its consistency, The mean ratings assigned by the four groups of res-pondents are generally close together, suggesting a general consensus as to the
personal characteristics, and by implication the role, of the teacher in block practice.
The ratings assigned to characteristics by teachers tend to be neatly within the limitsof expectation given by the means of the other three groups. The overall patternsuggests that teachers and others have very similar pictures of the teacher's role. Thisgeneral harmony Is not seriously marred by the lower rating for "flexibility" which isassigned by school administrators, given their responsibilities for the smooth running ofschool programs. Nor is it seriously disturbed by the lower rating assigned to"punctual" by college staff although there is no basis for suggesting that this may bedefensive on their part.

Recommendations

1. It should be possible to utilise the strongly consistent image of the personal
characteristics of teachers in block practice in a positive wa.. It could be usedfor publicity within this college at least. It could also provide a criterion of
sorts, as an illustration of what can be achieved when roles are well-defined
and established.

The lower level of consensus in relation to school studies suggests that the role
of teachers In this program has not yet been clearly detlrted5 or at least, that it
is not defined in equivalent terms in the minds of the four groups involved in
the program. The discrepancies are not particularly large, but could usefully be
considered as one item in a review process.



Conoral Trenda

The adjustments for group differences between the four types of respondents regarding
this set of teacher qualities were quite small. As was the case in relation to personal
characteristics, students assign the highest overall rating white tvaclwrs assign to
themselves a rating lower than that assigned to them by the other groups.

In both school studies and block practice, all respondents assign a very high level of
importance to six characteristicsi

willingness to share

concern for children

expertise in teaching

sound knowledge of the program
knowledge of the curriculum

capacity for constructive crow

Of these characteristics, the lowest !aline, is assiglied by all groups to the importance
of academic qualifications for teachers. A "sound kriowledge of the prog is rated
as more important In school studies than in block practice.

ConCord 4nd Conflict

Teachers' views of the relative importance of these professional characteristics are
generally in agreement with those indicated by the other groups. In relation to the
importance of "concern for children" and "organising ability", teachers rate these
characteristics higher than do the others. For block practice, "organising ability" is
rated lower only by college staff, while the three other groups rate it lower than
teachers do for school studies.

A wide divergence of opinions among groups occurs in ratings for "willingness to
accept net!, ideas". This characteristic is seen as rather more important ln school
stiklies than in block peactice, but in each of these areas, college staff and school
administrators are far apart. In both roles, the college staff rate the characteristic
notably higher and school administrators notably lower than the other two groups.

Recommendations

Special efforts should be made to communicate a "sound knowledge of the
program" to teachers in school studies since a need for this ts suggested by the
higher rating given to this item by all groups.

The higher emphasis assigned to "organising ability" by teachers (especially as
compared to college staff In school studies) suggests that the nature of such
demands on teachers be clarified and communicated to the other groups
involved

The disparity between the opinions of college staff and school administrators on
the need for "openness to new ideas" by teachers in school studies and block
practice is probably the most dramatic feature of this body of data. A
resolution of these disparate views of the teacher's role seems important in
order to avoid the imposition upon teachers of significantly different role
expectations from these two sources.



Ovnerai Trends

The overall group differences which were extracted before producing the figures
displaying procedural characteristics of teachers were again relatively small, reflecting
primarily a conservative attitude by t achers to the importance of their own charac-
teristics. The figures portray a wider range of opinions across the four groups ofrespondents than was recorded regarding personal or professional characteristics. This
diversity in regard to ratings of procedural acpects of teachers characterises the datafor both school studies and block practice. The apparently lower level of consensus inthis area needs to be considered and interpreted. The trend may reflect nothing moreserious than a genuine diversity of opinion in an area In which diversity is appropriate.

With only minor variations, the overall ranking of procedural items is very similar for
school studies and block practice. In both areas, the provision of positive support and
constructive advice and the use of a wide range of teaching strategies are seen asmost Important. The ranking for "visits school regularly" reflect.. Amply theunsuitability of this Item In connection with teachers. For block practice, teachersgive a higher priority to regular assessment of students than do other groups, ref-
lecting their concern and Involvement in assessment during block practice.

One further general aspect of these data is especially noteworthy. There is a strongtendency for the average self-rating by the teachers to "tread the middle ground"
among the views reported by the other three groups. This Is particularly the case forthe many Items in which the relative Importance of an item is a matter of opinion orJudgment. This suggests that teachers perceive and respond to several sets of expecte-
tions and construct a role description which reflects the expectations of administra-tors, college staff and students.

couelict

As was noted above, there is a fairly wide divergence among the responses of the four
groups on many of the items. There are, however, several items In which the spread ofopinion Is particularly wide.

In relation to both block practice and school studies, there Is considerable variation In
the importance attached to item 3 ("visual evidence of thorough preparation"). In eachcase, this item Is ranked highly by administrators and far lower by students, with
college staff and the teachers themselves providing Intermediate ratings. Slightly lessdramatic Is the extent of disagreement concerning the importance of the teacher In
"implementing the program effectively" (item 13). The pattern of responses is similar
for school studies and block practice and it suggests that college staff and admirdstra-tors see this as part of the teachers' role to a greater extent than teachers andstudents do.

The extent to which students should be treated by teachers as fellow professionals
again attracted remarkably diverse responses from the lour groups In equivalentpatterns for school studies and block practice.

Recommendations

The nature and extent of the teacher's role In the implementation of the two
programs should be clarifieck There would seem to be a need to clearly dis-
tinguish the teacher's role and that of school administrator in this regard. It Is
possible that the question has tapped a global perception which will beaddressed in various ways by other efforts at clarification.

The disagreement among groups regarding the importance of "visual evidence of
thorough eceparation" may well be a matter of personal preference and par-
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ticular styles in schools. In any case, there is no indication that the importance
of this item is differentiated in responses to school studies and block practice.
Yet the needs of the college student in the two programs are very different. In
school studies, such preparation is material with which the student is to work
and 16 thus specifically required as input to college work. In block practice, the
supervising teacher's preparation serves as an exemplar and stimulus.

The trend for teachers' responses to lie between those of other groups suggests
that teachers are in a position in which a variety of role expectations is placed
upon them and that they attempt to negotiate a path which responds to these
expectations. Divergences among those expectations will result In insoluble
sources of stress which are likely to be experienced In a particularly immediate
and persistent form by teachers. Efforts to resolve such differing expectations
should have the highest priority.

6DMJNI5TRATQR5

Fliesobel_heracierislIes,

Gcnoral fronds

There is a high degree of commonality in the profiles of administrat personal
characteristics for scho l studies and block practice. They see themselves as requirmi
to be approachable, supportive, fair and co-operative and consistent. in McCord with
their evaluative role in block practice, fairness is seen as relatively more important inthis role.

Overall rankings place (in order) understanding, enthusiasm and tactfulness as a second
group of desirable qualities, with punctuality, consideration open-mindedness, flexi-
bility and friendliness as qualities of lesser importance to therr role.

The raw group means show that there is a slight difference in ;..iock practice ratings
with students and'administrators rating the importance ef administrators a little higher
than teachers and college staff do. In school studies, students rate the Importance of
qualities of administrators noticeably higher than do any of the other three groups.

Concord and Conflict

While there are some differences between administrators and other groups which will
be dealt with below, the general trend of other groups agrees quite closely with the
administrators' pattern of responses, particularly in relation to block practice.

Two major areas of difference are clear. In school studies, in spite of overall adjust-ment and general similaritis in trends, administrators apparently perceive their
personal characteristics as being of lesser importance than do the three other groups.

The second major difference is between the college staff and the administrators' per-
ception of the Importance of personal qualities of administrators. Where there is a
eei.le spread of opinion concerning the lieourt...ice of a characteristic, the extreme
positions tend to be occupied by administiators ane college staff.

In block practice, administrators, of the four groups, rate their co-operativeness,
enthusiasm, tactfulness and punctuality higher than the other three groups, and in
three of those four cases, enthusiasm being the exception, college staff rate these
characteristics lowest of the four groups. For open-mindedness and flexibility, college
staff provide the highest group rating and administrators the lowest rating for the two
items.

Foe characterist cs of administrators in relation to school studies, there is a similar
tendency in nine of the thirteen items. Administrators and college staff occupy outer
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positions of the four groups. There Is also a strong tendency for college staff tattribute more Importance to the Chardetwistics of administrators than the adinin1ctra-tore themselves do, with the exception of punctuality fur which the reverse Is theCOM

ommendationg

The source of the relatively high importance assigned by students to thepersonal characteristics of school administrators should be examined. It suggeststhat students perceive administrators as more Important and influential in school
studies than is the case for the other three groups.

There is apparently a serious and quite general discrepancy between collegestaff and administrators as to the desirable characteristks of administrators.This discrepancy is present in relation to block practice bin Is much moremarked In school studies. Means should be found of overcoming thic diccrepdoey.

atessional Charetledilles

Generoi Tronda

For these thirteen characteristics, there is a strong agre m nt in the orderingobtained for block practice and school studies. The overall importance attached tothese characteristics of administrators varies only slightly between the four groupswith students providing the highest ov:!rall rating In each case. There Is also a strongtendency for students to rank all characteristics at closer to the same level than isthe case for other groups.

With the exception of "academic qualifications" which is rated least important of the
professional characteristics of administrators, the remaining twelve characteristics areall rated as very important with only a gradual decrease from the most important
characteristics (knowledge of the program, curriculum knowledge, organisational abilityand concern for children) to those rated relatively lower (primary teaching backgroundand willingness to accept new ideas).

Conflict

The administrators attribute greater importance than do other groups to curriculum
knowledge, expertise in teaching and a primary teaching background in relation toblock practice. In school studies, they rate organisational ability and theory-practice
relationships higher than the other three groups.

ROcOMMendations

1. The higher emphasis placed by administrators on organisational skills in school
studies suggests that the tasks involved in this area need to be investigated andclarified.

The discrepancy between college staff and administrators Is less marked in thisarea than in relation to personal characteristics. Given the need for roleclarification which was identified in that area, several additional aspects should
be included. In school studies, lecturers apparently expect a higher level of
willingness to accept new ideas than administrators see as called for. There is
an inconsistency between these expectations of lecturers and their lower ratings
for experience In teaching. In block practice, particularly, administrators seethis as a very important characteristic, while college staff rate it second lowest
in both block practice and school studies.
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ociduritChstacterls les

General Trenda

The characteristics involved In this set attracted a wider range of responses than Is
the case for Personal or Professional Characteristics. Omitting the lowest ranked item,
"Visit school regularly" which applies properly only to college staff, the remaining
thirteen items cover a wider range than is the case for the two previous seta of items.

TM overall trends order Items identically at the extremes for block practice and
sehool studies. The need for administrators to show organisational skill, to state the
school's expectations and communicate effectively are placed highest on each list, and
items 8 to 14 are similarly ordered in both cases. The general trend ranks "organising
time" higher In importance for school studies and "advises constructively" higher forblock practice.

These differences are reflected in the administrators' rankings even more strongly.
They rank "organising time" equal second in importance for school studies and "advises
constructively" second in importance In block practice. They also rank "providing
positive support" higher than do other groups and "treating students as fellow pro-
fessionals" is ranked lower.

ConflIce

The results for this set of items display a number of areas of most marked dis-
agreement between groups of respondents. The differences are similar in block practice
and school studies, though much more marked in the latter area.

Administrators themselves and teachers see it as the administrator's role to state the
school's expectations In block practice and school studies while students, and more
particularly college staff, assign a lower rating to this function. It is not clear
whether this implies a lower rating by college staff of school expectations or of the
role of administrators in stating these.

The treatment of students as professionals Is seen as of much higher importance by
college staff and students than by administrators.

A group of three characteristics show Strong disagreement be ween administrators and
college staff regarding desirable characteristics of administrators. For block practice,
administrators attach a relatively high importance to "advises constructively",
"provides support", and "assesses regularly" and rate these three in a roughly similar
manner for school studies. College staff apparently see these functions of school
administrators quite differently. The ratings for these items by college staff are
clearly lower in block practice and remarkably lower In school studies.

Recomendations

1. The role of the expectations of the schools in both block practice and school
studies should be clarified, as should the place of administrators and college
staff ln stating these expectations to students.

2. The meaning attached to "treating students as professionals" by each of the
four groups of respondents should be further explored. The disagreement is so
strong that the possibility of quite different meanings should be explored,
including the treatment of students as professionals by college staff In college
courses.

The role of administrators in providing advice, support and assessment of
students, particularly In school-based studies, must be defined by some
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authoritative group. In school studies, It appears that eIther admini
students and teachers are correct In the role they assign to admintstr
that college staff are correct.

VtiOGLS

General Trends

There are only minor differences among groups in overall level of their responses tothe set of fourteen school characteristics. Students and college staff provide slightly
higher ratings overall than do school administrators and teacher&

The ratings assigned to the characteristics ranged from very high (4.7 for "anatmosphere conducive to learning") to quite low In the context of this study (3.0 for"common staff/student staffroom"). Across this range, the items are ordered almostidentically for school studies and block practice. The only reversal is for"well-maintained grounds" (eleventh for school studies and twelfth for block practice)
which exchanges these places with "ommunity involvement" in the two area&

The differences of opinions reported by groups are generally moderate In blockpractice but larger for school studies.

Conflict

Given the equivalence of overall ratings and the strong correspondence also betweenthe two ratings (for school studies and block practice) provided by each group for each
Students provide few responses which differ strongly from other groups. They providethe highest ratings among the four groups for "accessibility" and the "adequacy of
space and facilities". They provide the lowest of the four group ratings for "clarity ofschool philosophy" and for "high staff morale".

College lecturers provided the highest ratings for "flexIle organisation", 'overallschool involvement" and "staff/student common rooms". They provide the lowest ratings
for "staff experienced at the school", "accessibility" and "high staff/pupil ratios".

Ackninistrators rate several Items higher than other groups, In some C1,3es, this higherraring is shared with other groups in one of the two programs. The high ratingsncludedi

atmosphere conducive to learning
a clear school philosophy

community involvement

well-maintalned grounds.

They place lowest Importance, out of the four groups, on:
adequacy of equipment and resources
flexibility of organisation
(by a large margin) the Involvement of all members of the schooL

Teachers provide relatively higher ratings for the importance of two itemst
the adequacy of equipment and resources
high staff/pupll ratios.

They provide low relative ratings for:

community involvement
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ponsible for the chavactetlstic lOvoiv
potentially modifiable within the programs
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medlately affected by or
mber of the items are not

study.

Several findings could be clarified or further investigated.

1. The response of administrators to the Item regerding the involvement of the
whole school in the programs may need clarification. it may repretnt a real
desire to limit the effect of participation In one of these college programs or it
my reflect a pragmatic concern for their staff and the requirement of making
such involvement by partiCular staff members a matter of formal agreement
subject to college funding.

Teachers' negative responte to the ehIrtg of staffrooms with students Is clearly
indicated in the data. Since this is not a universal practice, some sharing of
experiences by staff in schools with the provisions could be productive.

The tendency for each group to respond to these Hetes in a mariner whith
reflects only their own need* iney be a reflection of the instructions used in
this research. lf, however, it Is a reflection of the general approach of
individuals, then a major and continuing effort is required to support the
development of a greeter senrm of unity of purpose in both school studies and
block practice partleipents.



THE FORMATION OF
TEACHERS OF READING

tonna() (Convener), A.A. Albion, G.M. nohano, W

INT n

"A Longitudinal Study of the formation of Teachers of Heading" Is an evaluation o
the effectiveness of the calIagt/fieId-haced fllpIomi of Teaching offered by Brisbane
College of Advanced Education (Carseldine Campus) in preparing teachers for the
teaching of reading.

Since reading proficiency is of the utmost Importance to the child, teacher preparation
courses have focused on ways of Improving the teaching of reading, resulting in a
critleAl examination of courses designed to prepare teachers of reading. The study
described in thiS report involves an evaluation of the effects of preparing potential
teachers in a context where theoretical considerations and practical applications are
linked in a field-based model of teacher education. Previous research has highlighted
the need for teacher preparation programs which blend theoretical and experiential
components to ensure that theoretical knowledge becomes more functional for begin-
fling teachers. A basic requirement of courses contributing to the formation of
teachers of reading is to provide graduates teaching experiences articulated with a
program of professional studies to achieve a "theory into practice" focus for the
teaching of reading.

This study has attempted to provide information about teach ' Lonceptualisation of
reading Mstruction and to prockme an effective instrument for measuring teachers'
knowledge, attitudes and approaches to reading.

In assessing the effectiveness of a college Instructional and practical teaching
program, attertion has been given to comparing the tmderst.ndings and practices of
students with those of teachers who have been in the field for some time. These lines
of investigation are consistent with the findings available about the significance of the
teacher in implementing a reading instruction program.

It Is the teacher, rather than materials and approaches who is the critical variable In
ensuring instructional effectiveness in reading (Bond and Dykstra, 1967). Shulman and
Elsteln (1973) identified effective teachers as those who are engaged in information

Green,
Jonea, ja), Liincv, D,R, Ma;Gry,

College of Advanced Educati n
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pro sting which entails Tiakki decisions from guidelines. The most important factorunderlying this process was isolated by
conceptual base.

Present knowledge of teachers' conception of reading may be surem
'Teachers do have conceptions of reading, most teachers have more than oneconception of reading, teachers explain their Instructional decisions withcategorisable statements that represent 'nun-reading' conceptions, some teacherstwssess more complex conceptions than others, teacher conceptions seem to varyin stability from teacher to teacher, a teacher's reading conception may berelated to the grade level and student ability levels, and teachers modify andchange their conceptions at reading and reeding instruction over time." (Bawden,Burke and Duffy, 1979, pi).

To come to terms with evaluating the efficiency of reading education in a field-basedmodel it was necessary to measure the student teacher's "conception of reading". Barrand Duffy (1978) define conceptualisation of reading as a "set of principles whichteachers use to make decisions in managing and conducting a reading program" asdistinct from a particular theoretical model.

Determination of the principles embodied in the "concept of reading', was on the basisof information gained regarding student and teacher levels of knowledgo, range ofattitudes and breadth of dallireerT1 applications relating to the teaching of reading.The investigation covered three phases of the transition from the previous model ofteaCher education at North Brisbane College of Advanced Edutation to the Carseldinefield-based model designed to enable student teachers to enter elassiooms as beginningtmthrs of reading, capable of developing strategies and preparing programs suitablefor all levels of the reading process.

meniODOLOGY

North Brisbane College of Advanced Education instituted a field-based model for thepreparation of teachers in 1979 and this program of teather education was continuedon the Carseldine Campus after the amalgamation of four colleges of advanced edu.cation into a single multi-campus college. The first graduates of this Diploma ofTeaching entered the teaching proftion in 198Z

Designed in three phases, this evaluation research used as data for analysis Informa-don gained regarding student and levels of knowledge, range of attitudes, and breadthof classroom applicatiufla relating to the teacheig of reading.
Phase I, 1980, was pfiraarily concerned with development and trlai of instrumentsdesigned to gauge knowledge, attitudes end approaches. Samples Were drawn fromthird-year Diploma of Teaching students (old course) and experienced teachers.
Phase II, 1911, Involved using revised instruments and applying them to samples ofexperienced teachers, two group, of third-year Diploma of Teaching students (newfleld-based course) and first-year teachers (last graduates of old cour ).

In Phase 111, 19S2, the instruments were applied to the first groups of graduates fromthe field-based diploma.

iy and Good (1974) as the teacher's

Thus, data for the investigation were obtained from the folio ing five groups:
Croup

Final-year students widertaicing field-based course in 1981, but who had not under-taken the school-based reading education units in the third year of their course.tudents were surveyed alter five semesters and had experienced two reading-languageunits (Nail).



Group 2

Plnal-year students undertaking the field.based course in 1981 and who had undertaken
the school-based reading unit, School-Based Reading Education, were surveyed after
live Semesters and had also experienced two reading.language arts units (N.68).

Group J

Beginning teachers 1981. These were graduates from the solely collegcbawd
reading-languagc arts units (N43).

droop 4

Beginning teachers 1982. These graduates of the field-based program had completed
reading-language arts (silts including the third-year school-based reading education
units (N46).

roue s

Experienced teachers. These consisted of a sample of teachers who had at least two
years of teaching experience (Ne85).

One-way analyses of variance (ANOVA5), followed by Scheffe pair-wise comparis ns
were used to test for group differences on sixty-one questionnaire items. In addition, a
number of pre-planned comparl'ons between particular groups Via% also made.

With the exception of &even comparisons involving five items, all of the significant
differences between groups involved group 3, the experienced teacher&

CONCIAII IONS ANC) IMPLICATIONS

PLIMPION of_findinas

In summary, the results of the study support the following conclu ions:

I. Experienced teachers, views about the reading process differed from the other
four groups involved in the study. In particular, the most differences occurred
between the experienced teachers (those who had had the least, if any
exposure to the views of reading emphasised by the school-based reading course
and the students who had recently completed the school-based reading course
(those who had had the most recent and intensive exposure to these views).

2. There were some 51 iennt e"' rences, even among the experienced teachers,
about the nature of the leading process.

3. Final-year students who were yet to undertake the school-based reading course
differed, in some respects, from students who had completed the course.

4. There were no significant differences In views about the reading process
between the students who had recently completed the school-based reading
course and those same students after teaching in the schools for seseeral months.
This result shows that their views about reading were maintained while being
exposed to the socialising influence of the schools.

3. There were no significant differences between beginning teachers who had com-
pleted the previous campus-based reading course and those who had completed
the school-based course. In other words, the campus-based and school-based
courses produced teachers whose views about the nature of the reading process
were similar.

nts who had recent y c pleted the field-based reaiing course differed
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slgeifican ly on one item from the beginning teachers who had completed thecampus-based reading course. Modems who undertook the field-besel readineducatien program disagreed with the use of a systematic phonic skills approacwhile beginning teachers who graduated from the campus-based reading courseagreed moderately with an approach based on phonic skills.
7. Scrutiny of the significant differences that occurred among the students whohad just completed the school-based course and the other four groups revealedthe following pattern!

The recent school-based graduates differed in most recpccts from theexperienced teachers.

They differed on several items with third-year students who had not yetdone the school-based reading course (i.e. those who would hitve had someexposure in the first two years of their teacher education course to the
school-based reading course Ideas).
They differed significantly on only one item from beginning teachers whohad done the campus-based reading course (i.e, those who had beenexposed to the same ideas about the reading process but who had beentaught in a different format, the on-campus model).
Finally, the recent school-based reading course graduates did not holdsignificantly different views from the school-based course graduates whohad completed the course and had been teaching In the schools forseveral months.

There were twenty-six of the sixty-one items on which there were nosignificant differences among the five groups involved in the study. Thus, Insome respects, each group was like all the other groups, and in other respects,each group was like some other groups.

consisterailmCGfeyo Djjferencaeln Detail

Experienced Teachers vs All Other Croups

It was previously noted that the experienced teachers' views about reading differedfrom the other four groups. In this section a more detailed examination is made ofthese differences. First, the results of the ANOVAS and Scheffe tests are considered,followed by the results of the combined group comparisons.

(a) Experienced teachers (Croup 3) and students
couree (group 2)

soh° based

Of the seventy-two significant differences between groups, in ail, sixty-five in-volved differences between the experienced teachers and one of the other fourgroups, thirty-four of these differences were between experienced teachers andthe students who had recently completed the school-based courses. Thus themajority of differences occurred between the group who had had the leastexposure to the ideas espoused by the school-based course, the experiencedeachers, and the group who had had the most recent exposure.

An analysis of the items on which the two groups differed indicated thatt
he scheol-based course graduates placed less emphasis on basal maas a means of teaching reaf1ng

he school-based course graduates placed less Importance on a skillsapproach to the teaching of reading, in particular a phonics approach.
This shows that students within the school-based course viewed reading
as a multi-cueing system in which phonics is only one cueing system usedby readers

4 2.



the school-based course graduates agreed more strongly than the experi-
enced teachers that reading is not a precise process in which

every word has to be read
errors are not made
risk-taking hi not roesidered appropriate behav our

the school-based course graduates believed more strongly than the
experienced teachers that reading should be taught in functional, late-
grated manner

the school-based :.;surse graduates placed a greater emphasis on meaning
(context) cues In the teaching of reading

the school-based course graduates believed more strongly than experi-
enced teachers In the use of children's interests and children's literature
as a basis for the teaching of reading.

The overall conclusion to be made about these results Is that the recent
graduates of the school-based course appreciated that reading Is a language
activity and a multi-eueing system in which students focus on meaning and
engage in predicting and risk-taking behaviours. The use of text with Interes-
ting, quality language was seen as the most appropriate means of developing
reading abilities. This I. very much in line with views of Goodman (1971),
Cambourne and Rooth (1980) and Smith (1978).

rxrwr/94 / teachern (Uroup 5) and LtudentL unde
acboni-based reading unit (Group 11

An examination uf the items on which these two groups differed significantly
reveals that the Els:lents who had not done the school-based reading course
were less In favour than experienced teachers of a 'basal" approach, e.g. the
belief that reading should be based upon pupils' interests, that reading should be
integrated with other subjects, that chiltIren should be able to choose stories
they want to read during the regular reading period and that children should be
encouraged to read good children's literature.

These results may reflect the influence of the pre-requisite units in reading-lan-
guage arts which had established certain basic understandings of the reading
process- The results suggest that teaching in the first- and second-year
reading-language arts courses was consistent with the major emphasis within the
third-year school-based reading education unit.

Cc) Experienced teachera (Group 5) and beginning teachers (Group 3)

Begesning teachers who received instruction in reading in the campus-based
course differed from the experienced teachers in the following ways,

they placed less emphasis on a skills approach

they placed more emphasis on meaning and context cues, the Importance
of students' Interests and good literature, and the use of prediction and
risk-taking behaviours in learning to read.

Experienced teachers (Group 5) and school-based course graduates p
4 I

The results show that, as with the 1981 beginning teachers, the 1932 beginnin
eachers believed more strongly than the experienced teachers that:

there should be less emphasis placed upon a skills approach
there should be more attention focused on meaning and contextual cues,
consideration of children's interests, and the use of risk-taking
behaviours.



Ccsblned group compar1eon

As well as testing for differences between discrete groups, Analyses wore alsoperformed to test for differences between combined groups. These analyses
showed that experienced teachers differed from the other students and teachers
involved. In partieula, the experienced teachers differed front the following
combined groups,

all those who had done the hool-based or campus-based college course
all those who had done the school-based course
both groups of beginning teachers.

These results demonstrate that the college courses (sehool-based or campus-based)
have been responsible for the development of firm beliefs about the teaching of
reading and that these beliefs are being maintained once the students enter the
schools as teachers. The extent to which these beliefs are maintained over time should
be the focus of further follow-up research.

Differences among 8:variance

The results from the analysis of the views of the experienced teachers are consistent
with the other results. They indicate that the experienced teachers with the least
experience differed from the more experienced teachers on three item The least
experienced teachers put less Atretili on the tite of phonic skills and word recognition
skills and placed more emphasis upon allowing children to choose their own stories
during the regular reading looms.

Student Teachers who had not Completed the Sc _d d_ Course (Group
1) and Those Who Had (Group 2)

Although there were only three items on which students who had completed the
school-based reading unit and those who had not differed, the items are important ones
which reflect a major thrust of the school-based course. They were concerned with the
importance of focusing on meaning, comprehension and risk-taking behaviour whenteaching reading.

Another set of results is pertinenti the comparison between the students before the
school-based reading education unit and the combined group of people who had
completed the school-based reading unit. These results show that the students beforethe reading education unit differed significantly from the school-based course
Fraduates on seven itemst the three items previously discussed plus four others. The
four other items show that the group who had not completed the reading education
unit did not agree with an approach which emphasisedi

the use of a basal text
guided reading lessons

word recognition skills

word-perfect reading.

Students who had completed the unit disagreed with such approaches even morestrongly.

Recent Graduates of the School-Based Course (Group 2) end School-Based
Graduates in their First rear of Teaching (Group 4)

An irertant finding of this etudy was the failure to obtain any significant differences
between the students who had recently completed the school-based reading course and
the school-based graduates in their first year of teaching. This finding demonstrates
that the viEws of reading which the students had acquired as a result of the



-based reading Course had been maintained upon entry Into the ciaurown,. As we
earlier, however, we do not know how long such views will persist or if, In fact,y will be strengthened.

School-Based Graduates (Group 4) and Campus=Daaed duaten (Group 3)

At the level of developing beliefs about reading, the college- and sehool-based
ppreaches produced teachers with similar views about the nature of reading.

This finding indicates that both the school-based and campus-based reading courseswere equelly euccessful in producing students whose views of the teaching of reading
were In accord with those enunciated In the course.

Even though both groups of beginning teachers held similar views, it would be interes-ting to Imow if such beliefs were translated into practice In a similar manner. Thepresent study, which dealt with the ways in which student teachers and beginning
teachers conceptualised the teaching of reading, Is unable to answer this question butIt is an issue worthy of further investigation.

Further research which goes beyond the study of student teachers' and beginning
teachers' conceptions of reading will be necessary to determine whether there are
measurable differences between graduates of school- and college-based courses interms oft

ability to develop reading-language strategies
ability to design and develop reading-language prograim

t Graduates of the School-Based Course (Group nd Beginning
re Graduates of the Campus-Based Course (Group

re was only one item on which there was a significant difference between these
groups. The item was that nail children should be systematically taught to use phonicskills". The recent sehool-based graduates showed moderate agreement. Despite con-iderable exposure during the school-based program (I.e. working in a classrooms forone day a week for three semesters of the diploma), graduates of that course wereshown to resist the influence of experienced teachers to support strongly the emphasis
on phonic-based approaches to the teaching of reading. It is interesting to note thatafter six months as beginning teachers, this group exhibited no significant differencein their views on this pardoner approach to teaching reading when compared with
campus-based reading course graduates. It might be suggested that upon appointment,
all beginning teachers come under the strong socialising influence of school policy,philosophy and practices relating to the teaching of reading.

hool-Based Course Graduates (Group 2) and All Other Groups

An analysis of these data dearly indicates that the greatest differences occurred bet-ween those students who had recently completed the school-based reading course and
experienced teachers, i.e. between those students who had extensive, recent exposureend those who had little, non-recent exposure to the ideas in the school-based course.
1n addition, this cemparison indicates that those students who had recently completed
the school based course differedi

In some respects (three items) from students who had yet to commence the
third-year school-based reading course
on only one item from the schaal-based graduates

in no resPects from the 1983 beginning teachers.



Similar Yiewa hold ny All Groups

A comparison of all groups also indicated a degree of agreement on certain item% Ail
groups regarded functional aspects of learning to read as Important. In addition, all
respondents emphasised the importance they placed on reading for meaning at allstages of teaching reading.

Imolleatlent of the Iludv,

From this study into the formation of teachers _of reading, it is clear that student
teachers of both the present school-based program and the previous campus-based
courses in reading education held views consistent with a psycholinguistic model for
the teaching of reading. It Is of interest that these student teacher viewpoints varied
markedly from tne reading approaches supported by experienced teachers. In line with
previous studies by Duffy and Metheny (1971, 1979), the beliefs of student teachers
and beginning teachers tended to be pupli.centred whereas experienced teacher beliefs
supported more structured, skilisAsased approaches to the teaching of reading.

The disparity between the view of beginning teachers and that of experienced teachers
is of Importance because experienced teachers are "the significant others" In the pro-
cess of socialising young teachers entering the teaching profession. It appears that this
socialising influence of experienced teachers towards ceotent.oriented approaches is
csntained by the positive working relationships established Jointly by the schools In
which school studies are undertaken and college lecturing staff working in the area of
reading education. However, the study did reveal one instance the emphasis on
systematic phonic instruction - where, in the induction year, beginning teachers were
being socialised towards the stance which this research showed was consistently being
taken by experienced teachers.

Therefore, a number of critical questions still remain to be addressed before there will
be a complete understanding of the pre-service and in-service development of teachers
of reading. It is apparent that further research needs to look beyond perceived beliefs
about knowledge, skills and attitudes to the actual performance of student teachers,
beginning teachers and experienced teachers in order to gauges

student teacher ability to design, Implement and evaluate reading-language pro-
grams consistent with current psycholinguistic models

the durability of beginning teachers' knowledge, beliefs and attitudes in the
teaching of reading during the early years of teaching

the possibilities of staff development programs to explore the need for more
congruence in the viewpoints of young teachers and their experienced
colleagues

the nature of the relationship between the beliefs and attitudes about reading
and the actual behaviours and practices of teachers engaged in the teaching of
reading.
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